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Since the publication of Japanese Travellers in Sixteenth Century Europe: A Dialogue
Concerning the Mission of the Japanese Ambassadors to the Roman Curia (1590) in 2012, 1
new source material about the embassy has come to light. Carlo Pelliccia has combed the
local Italian archives and found material relating to the boys’ journey through Camerino, (10
June 1585, Japanese Travellers, p. 326), Loreto (12–14 June, ibid., pp. 326–27), Ancona,
(14–15 June, ibid., p. 329), Fano, (15 June, ibid., pp. 329–30), Cesena/Forli, (17 June, ibid.,
p. 330), Imola (18 June, ibid., p. 330 n. 2 ) and Vicenza (9–10 July, ibid., pp. 363–64). Most
of Dr Pelliccia’s discoveries involve snippets of information about the boys’ itinerary and
additional details about the preparations and expenditure of their Italian hosts.2
There are some gems, however. In the Archivio di Stato di Forlì-Cesna, Dr Pelliccia
found a brief description of the boys’ physical appearance and other personal attributes
written by Nicola Aldini in Rome on 23 March 1585 for his superiors in Cesena. Aldini noted
that they had “olive skin”, were aged about twenty, spoke some Portuguese and previously
had worshipped the idols that most of their fellow countrymen still adore. 3 In the Biblioteca
Bertoliana in Vicenza, Dr Pelliccia found the oration delivered by Livio Pagello (Livius
Pajellus, various spellings) in the Teatro Olimpico during the boys’ visit to Vicenza. Pagello
compared them to the Magi, rejoicing at the sight of such noble individuals from afar,
exulting in the fact that although the earth was vast, it was not empty of people. Nature had
connected them, he commented, and, in a flight of rhetorical fancy, he went on, the Christian
religion has united them and made them one and the same.4
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Kathryn Bosi’s account of the boys’ reception in Mantua (13–18 July 1585, Japanese
Travellers, pp. 363–69) quotes a letter written to the Duke of Mantua from Gabriele Calzoni,
the Mantuan resident in Venice, now in the Archivio di Stato di Mantua, describing the boys
likes and dislikes in food and drink to help the duke and his staff prepare suitable dishes for
them. Calzoni records that they abhor meat, cheese and dairy products but have a very sweet
tooth with a particular fondness for blancmange, which they eat copiously. They also like
fruit, but prefer to drink cold, rather than iced, water, which upsets their stomachs. 5 This
description is somewhat at variance with Lourenço Mexia’s comments on Japanese food
preferences in a near contemporary letter he wrote from Macao to the rector of the Jesuit
college in Coimbra. Mexia, who had come to Japan along with Valignano in 1579 and
supported his policy of accommodation, wrote that “their food is totally different from all
other nations because they do not eat fruit or sweet things” but, he noted, they abominate
milk and cheese as if they were venomous.6
Dr Bosi, an expert in Italian Renaissance music, has some interesting things to say
about the music and musical instruments the boys would likely have listened to in Mantua, a
Mecca for music in Italy and beyond thanks to the duke, Guglielmo Gonzaga, and his
accomplishments, impeccable taste and sponsorship of music and musicians. In 2012 she
introduced and provided commentary for a concert of music such as the boys might have
heard during their travels through Italy. The event was held in the Cappella Palatina in the
Palazzo Pitti in Florence.7
Marco Musillo provides some minor detail about the boys’ reception in Imola (18
June 1585, not mentioned in Japanese Travellers, but touched upon in Fróis’s account of the
embassy)8 from the Archivio Storico Comunale di Imola, and of their reception in Rimini (16
June 1585, Japanese Travellers, p. 330).9 Alas, his eagerness to see the embassy as a “chance
to look at the corpus of cultural legacies from the Renaissance as something not yet fossilized
but as narrations that are continuously being represented and negotiated” is not matched by
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sound scholarship. The Japanese note the boys left in Imola has already been published (see
Japanese Travellers, p. 330 n. 2) and his references are occasionally misleading or inaccurate.
Lorenzo Priuli, the Venetian ambassador in Rome did not report that some people thought the
boys were European Jesuits dressed up as Japanese. The source Dr Musillo cites does not say
this.10 The reference to Cesare Clementini’s Raccolto istorico della fondatione di Rimino, e
dell’ origine, e vite de’Malatesti (Rimini, 1617) is in fact an attribution to a separately
paginated appendix to that work entitled, Trattato de’ Lvoghi Pii e de’ Magistrati di Rimini,
not to the Raccolto istorico itself.11
Tiziana Ianello’s contributions to the history of the embassy reproduces source
material already published in the Dai Nihon Shiryō. The only merit of her enterprise is the
inclusion of facsimiles of some of the documents.12
The most interesting publication concerning the embassy is a modern edition of two
letters in the Archivio di Stato di Massa. The first (a copy from the prince’s ‘out box’), was
written by Alberico I Cibo (or Cybo) Malaspina, prince of Massa and marquis of Carrara, an
independent polity closely allied with Genoa, then at the zenith of its power and influence.
The second, a letter from Japan to Alberico written by the Jesuit martyr, Carlo Spinola, who
had arrived there in 1602. Both letters have already been published by Giovanni Sforza.
Filippo Comisi provides a modified transcription, but, neglects to acknowledge properly
Sforza’s publications thereby undercutting his claim to be publishing “nuovi documenti”. 13
Alberico is not mentioned in Japanese Travellers or other contemporary sources but he did
meet the boys during their stay in Genoa (6–8 August), and was especially impressed by
Mancio Itō. In his letter, dated 28 April 1594, addressed to “S. r D. Mantio al Chiapone”
(Signor Don Mancio in Japan), Alberico, a cultivated, pious, well–connected individual,
seriously interested in the world beyond his domain, recalls their brief meeting and
remembers Mancio as a person of “rare quality and most gentle disposition”. He mentions
that three years previously he had written another letter to Mancio which was entrusted to a
Portuguese, born in Macao, who, conveniently, had been in Massa and stayed some months
with the prince before returning to Macao. Not having heard from Mancio, Alberico doubts
that the letter ever reached him. He hopes for better luck this time, the bearer, Padre Rinaldo,
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a native of Perugia, having promised to make every effort to deliver it. On the bright side,
Rinaldo had informed Alberico that Mancio had set aside worldly ambition to devote himself
entirely to the service of God (he was received into the Society of Jesus along with his three
companions on 25 July 1591). Alberico, moved and greatly impressed by this news,
congratulates Mancio and feels sure that his decision will impress other Christian princes and
the pope himself who, he informs Mancio to keep him up-to-date, is now Clement VIII.14
This was not Alberico’s only attempt to contact Mancio. Spinola’s letter to Alberico
from Nagasaki (12 November 1618) records that a letter from the prince, dated 26 December
1615, addressed to Mancio, had arrived that year. Spinola was struck by the indelible memory
the prince had retained of his brief meeting in Genoa with the young stranger. Alas, he
regreted to inform Alberico that this much loved, model Jesuit, who had been ordained a
priest along with his companions, Julian and Martin, in September 1608 (Michael Chijiwa
had already apostatised) was dead. (He died on 13 November 1611.) Spinola then proceeded
to inform Alberico of the sad condition of the church in Japan and the persecution of
Christianity, underway since the teaching was proscribed in 1614. Within a few short years,
he wrote, this fledgling church had produced many outstanding martyrs, but, despite the
bloody persecution, Spinola could still speak of progress. Even with diminished resources, in
one year alone (he does not specify which) more than 2,000 individuals had been baptised. He
concluded by informing Alberico that he is the son of Ottavio Spinola and had left Genoa on
5 January 1596 for Japan and that he had no regrets about now finding himself an outlaw, at
least in the eyes of the Japanese authorities. The letter is logged in Alberico’s own hand as
being received on 12 November 1620.15 The name Spinola would, of course, have been quite
familiar to Alberico. The Spinola were one of the leading patrician families in Genoa.
None of these sources causes me to reconsider or revise what I wrote about the
embassy in my Introduction to Japanese Travellers. Indeed, they furnish additional evidence
to support the argument that the embassy was taken seriously, was not seen as a fraud,
orchestrated by the Jesuits to advance their agenda and that it contributed immensely to
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establishing Japan firmly in the European consciousness. While Alberico’s letter suggests that
one individual at least, and certainly not the only one, was deeply touched by the embassy and
believed it to be the harbinger of a glorious future for the mission in Japan, Spinola’s, despite
the wishful thinking about progress, strikes a very different, discordant note. Trying to put a
brave face on the mission’s prospects, yet welcoming the possibility of its apotheosis in
martyrdom, a measure of failure not success surely, the letter is a sad admission that the
expectations of a propitious future for Christianity in Japan aroused by the embassy had been
dashed. The sentiment is well expressed by Spinola’s amazement (“mi sono stupito”) that in
the second decade of the seventeenth century Alberico living in a place far from Japan, the
furthest part of the Indies, retained such a vivid memory of a foreign youth from a country so
distinctive with quite different customs whom he had met only briefly.16 Japan was no longer
the exciting, auspicious missionary field it had seemed to be in the 1580s, the more than
adequate compensation for the sad loss of England to the faith, as Gaspar Gonçalves had put
it in his oration during the highpoint of the embassy, the audience with Gregory XIII on 23
March 1585.17
Given the newly established Tokugawa regime’s determination to extirpate
Christianity, Japan’s value to the church now appeared to be as a source of martyrs whose
exemplary lives would provide edification, inspiration and moral uplift to the Catholic faithful
in Europe who were living in a world in which the Christian religion had not united but, on
the contrary, bitterly and violently divided people and failed to make mankind one and the
same (pace Livio Pagello). It was a world in which the faithful found themselves threatened
and surrounded by dangerous enemies, most notably Protestants and infidels. Spinola himself
would soon contribute to the supply of martyrs. A month, after writing his letter to Alberico,
he was arrested, imprisoned and tortured, experiences he welcomed as signs of God’s love,
and finally rewarded, as he saw it, with death, along with fifty-one others, in what became
known as the Great Martyrdom of Nagasaki on 10 September 1622, 18 an event that would
help define Christianity in Japan for many Europeans, and not just those in the Catholic
world, well into the nineteenth century.
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